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KR + AUTOMATED REASONING 

 Applications become increasingly complex 

  => how to tackle them? 

 

 Traditional approach: 

 Procedural program 

 => defines how the problem is solved 

 

 KR + automated reasoning 

 Declarative program 

 => defines what properties a solution should satisfy 

 => an automated approach then takes care of 

searching for such a solution 

 



SCHEDULING 



VERIFICATION  

 Protocol flow verification 

 

 

 

 

 

 Critical system verification: 

 Automated metro system 



CONFIGURATION 

And many more... 

 

-Robot planning 

 

-Data mining 

 

-Static program-analysis 

 

... 

 



KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND 

REASONING – KU LEUVEN 

 Language Design 

  FO(.)  =  FO + definitions + aggregates + ... 

 

 Reasoning support for knowledge bases in 

FO(.) 

 E.g.  generate extensions,  

   query the knowledge base,  

   visualize the state, ... 

 

 Integrate it into a knowledge base system 

  IDP (http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/idp) 
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 Search problems 

 Algorithms for search with ground input 

 Grounding 

 Static/dynamic analysis 

 Applications 

 

 



SEARCH 

 Search problem in language L 

 Given variables (+ domain) + constraints 

 Find a satisfying assignment 

 

 Search algorithm for L 

  Heuristics + Propagation (+ Learning) 

 

 Search typically concerned with “hard” problems 

 Complexity is bounded by L 

 For specific problem classes / encodings,  

  effective complexity can be lower! 



 Long history of research 

 Increase scalability 

 Decrease user-input 

 

 Aim of the talk 

 Illustrate advances in improving both aims 

 Current systems are Powerful but Complex 

   

 Take-away message: Do not reinvent the wheel! 
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CONSTRAINT PROGRAMMING 

 Very scalable 

 Steel oven scheduling, aircraft scheduling, ... 

 

 Largest expertise required: 

 Select constraints 

 Select heuristics 

 First-fail 

 Domain-splitting 

 Local search 

 Hidden properties (symmetry, dependencies, ...)? 

 

 No learning 

 



CONFLICT-DRIVEN CLAUSE-LEARNING 

aka (current) SAT-solvers 

 Input: ground clausal theory 
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Clauses (A or B or C) 
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SAT 

 Excels at automated search 

 But sometimes better heuristics exist (see Schaub et al.) 

 CNF can be very large 

 

 Applications 

 Hardware verification 

 Eclipse package manager (IDE)  

 Automaton generation competition winner 2012 



LEARNING DETERMINISTIC FINITE STATE 

AUTOMATA (DFA) 

 Grammar learning 

 Given a sequence of finite labeled strings 

 

 

 

 Derive matching automaton (trivial) 

 

 

 

 

 Improve it by reducing the number of nodes 
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LEARNING DETERMINISTIC FINITE STATE 

AUTOMATA (DFA) 

 Approach: 

 Compute the trivial automaton A 

 Solve the problem of mapping it to a smaller automaton 

  Find a minimal number of colors and interpretation for
           colorOf(node):color,  

           trans(color x character): color, 

                 accept(color) 

  which preserves acceptance and transition of A 

 

 Implemented by  

 Generate a CNF using a custom procedural program  

  (2000+ lines C++) 

 Apply off-the-shelf CDCL-solver 



SAT PERFORMANCE 
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T 

SAT MODULO THEORIES 

 Example: reasoning on uninterpreted functions 
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THE “PROPAGATOR” 

 Manages (set of) constraint(s) 

 Operations: 

 Propagate(): literals 

 Explain(literal): clause 

 Backtrack() 

 (Interpretation is two-valued, ...) 

 

 Event-driven: 

 Search events:  

  literal L becomes true, conflict on literal L’, ... 

 Propagator knows on what events to fire 

  Not on L if L does not occur in its constraint(s) 

 Operations can be queued and even prioritised 

 

 



THE “PROPAGATOR” 

As an implementation concept: 

 Hook to implement custom features 

   Automatic support for search-events 

 Handling new types of constraints 

 Produce a trace of the search  

 Implement branch-and-bound optimization 

 Lazy loading of database information 

 Grounding on demand (see later) 

 ... 
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COMBINING CP WITH SAT+ 
(STUCKEY, BALDUCINNI, LIERLER, OSTROWSKI, DE CAT) 

 CP heuristics not really automatic + no learning 

 SAT encoding too large for functions, arithmetic, ... 

 

 Approach 1: Blackbox integration 

SAT+ 

Remainder of constraints 

Decides all Pi 

CP 

Reified constraints 

Pi  constraint 

Call from time to time 

with interpretation for Pi 

Propagate interpetation of Pi 

Try to make sense of conflicts 



COMBINING CP WITH SAT+ 

 Approach 2: Lazy clause generation 

 a+b >= c      a in [1,1000], b in [10,1000], c in [2,2000] 

  a=<5 becomes true 

     propagate c =< 15 because of a=<5 and b=<10 

 

Encode variable assignments by atoms 

   A1  a=<1 

        A2  a=<2 

  ... 

Take CP propagation algorithm 

Whenever it derives a propagation,  

 add the corresponding clause to the SAT solver instead
   not A5 or not B10 or C15 
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MORE EXPRESSIVE INPUT LANGUAGE 

 Custom encoding 

 Tedious 

 Ad-hoc 

 

E.g. DFA-SAT:  

       2000+ lines C++ code, hard-coded constraints 

 

 Higher-level knowledge representation languages 

 Quantification 

 Inductive definitions 

 Aggregates (sum, cardinality, product, ...) 

 Sets, arrays 
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REDUCTION PHASE 

COMMON ISSUES 

 Reduction blows up the size 

 

 Redundant constraints often help the search, but 

further increase the blow-up 

 

 Basic solutions 

 Everything can be reduced to SAT (largest blowup) 

  => Optimizing the SAT encoding (Codish et al.) 

 Add (even more) constraints with smaller grounding size 

 (possibly less propagation, e.g. Pseudo-boolean aggregates) 
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REQUIRES LIFTED INFERENCE 

1. STATIC ANALYSIS 

 Improve high-level input up-front 

 Better search behavior 

 Smaller input for the search algorithm 

 

 Lifted propagation 

 Dependency analysis (+stratification) 

 Definitions without unknown open symbols can be evaluated 

efficiently (e.g. using Prolog) 

 Either before or after search 

  { pos(id,x,y) posx(id,x)  posy(id,y) } 



REQUIRES LIFTED INFERENCE 

1. STATIC ANALYSIS 

 Function detection 

   Assume no functions used 

"state color: acceptA(state) colorOf(state,color)   accept(color) 

 

Use a theorem prover to prove that 2nd argument of colorOf 

functionally depends on the 1st 

 "state: acceptA(state)  accept(colorOf(state)) 

  

 Symmetry detection and breaking 

 ... 



Solver 

Custom high-level 

encoding 

Reduction (grounding) 

Static analysis 
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REQUIRES LIFTED INFERENCE 

2. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

    "x: P(x) Q(x)      over very large domain 

 

 Grounding up-front not necessary! 

 

 Assign “default” value to symbols 

 Only need to ground instantiations when violated  

  "x: P(x) Q(x)  

   P(1) assigned true 

   Ground P(x) Q(x)  
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LEARNING DETERMINISTIC FINITE STATE 

AUTOMATA (DFA) 

 Grammar learning 

 Given a sequence of finite labeled strings 

 

 

 

 Derive matching automaton (trivial) 

 

 

 

 

 Improve it by reducing the number of nodes 
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DFA LEARNING DECISION PROBLEM 

 2000 lines C++ => 40 lines FO(.)IDP 

 Performance 



STEMMATOLOGY 

 Historical manuscript analysis 

 Manuscripts copied over and over 

 Introduced errors propagated 

 

 Family “trees” of manuscripts: Common Root DAGs 



STEMMATOLOGY 

 Problem at hand: 

 Given a CRDAG and a partial feature list  

   (for some manuscripts, which variant of a  

        feature they have) 

 Complete the feature list (if possible) 



PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

STEMMATOLOGY 

 Original work 

 400 lines of procedural code 

 Assumed it was in P 

 

 High level modeling 

 We proved it was NP-complete and IDP generated a 

counter-example 

 About 40 lines logic + inference code (created a lot faster) 

 Performance doubled 



SYSTEMS 

 Low-level input 

 CP: Gecode, Lingeling, Fzn2SMT 

 SAT: Glucose, MiniSat, portfolio solvers 

 ASP: Clasp, MinisatID, DLV 

 

 Higher level input 

 CP: Comet, G12-Zinc 

 SMT: Z3, CVC4, MathSAT, Barcelogic 

 ASP: clingo, clingcon, IDP, DLV, B-Prolog 

 

 Many more systems:  

 through the websites of the  

  SAT – ASP - SMT - MiniZinc competitions 



CONCLUSION 

 Current day search algorithms 

 Accept high-level input 

 Combine automated heuristics and multiple 

propagation schemes 

 Are often extendible 

 

 Fast, readable modeling => Prototyping ideas! 

 Reasonable or even superior performance 

 

   Do not reinvent the wheel! 

 
dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/idp 


